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Angela Ryan is native Ohioan born in Lima. She has lived all over the states including Clearwater/ST-Petersburg
Beach Florida where she graduated from Seminole High School. She returned to Ohio to attend nursing school
and finished a bachelor’s degree in Nursing at Capital University. She has been a Pediatric/Neonatal nurse for
27 years serving in several leadership roles for a large Children’s Hospital. Angela (Angie) is married to Rick and
will be celebrating their 25th wedding anniversary this year. They have 3 children 19, 16 and 8, all of whom
have been predominantly homeschooled. As a lifelong, donating former member of the Republican party, she
has worked diligently in phone banks, Get Out the Vote projects and has been an active vocal citizen for a
small band of conservatives working in central Ohio in the late 90’s early 2000’s to change the political climate
of Central Ohio through an active band of citizens self labeled The Conservative Cavalry. In the mid 2000’s,
Angela continued involvement and was an original start up board member of the Fairfield county Tea Party
Patriots and later became an active member of the Hocking County Tea Party Patriots.
Why the Constitution Party? Why NOW?
The 2016 Presidential election cycle has revealed a very disturbing, unending source of corruption and
manipulation from both the Democratic and Republican Parties. Our country has barely endured 8 years of
one of the most egregious government takeovers and power grabs of any SITTING Presidential administration
with little to NO intervention from either of the controlling Legislative branch, duopoly machines. It is time to
recognize that the 100 year infiltration and systematic takeover, under the guise of a “Fundamental
Transformation” of America, is complete.
WE have evolved from a Republic guided by a Constitution of well-crafted and historically changing
amendments and articles, to a nearly unrecognizable Socialist Putsch government that utilizes, in the words of
blogger Ann Barnhardt “Kabuki theatre”, to continue to grow their power, enslave the populace and strip us of
our Constitutional Rights to Life and Liberty in our Pursuit of Happiness. This isn’t a defeatist attitude, this is a
realist’s interpretation of how far gone the Republic is.
If we are to have any opportunity to restore the Republic and the Constitution to their rightful places of global
esteem, honor and integrity, then we MUST begin to change the corrupted foundation which the Socialist
machine has successfully built over the last century, and begin to speak out against the ills of Socialism which
plague BOTH of the current controlling parties.
The Constitution Party is the ONLY party on the national stage that offers a return to the Constitution, its
original intent, and its historic purpose. Their Platform, Principles and Key Issue stances are superior to any
party out there and are at the heart of what needs to transpire for the Republic to be Fundamentally Restored.
It is time to BUILD up something new, that is reflective of the Original Intent of the Constitutional Laws, and to
start infiltrating the hearts and minds of every American through continuous education, social conversation
and fulfilling our due diligence in local and state governments.

